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Abstract :- Booth multiplier algorithm provides a basic platform for the new advanced fast with higher performance multiplier. It is little work
performed on disposal of the negative partial products .Booth multiplier algorithm provide better encoding during the multiplication first step. In
this paper is working for Radix 4 and Radix 8 multiplication. We are improving the results of LUT’s and Delay by use pipelining.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Booth Algorithm is representing by adding (unsigned binary
numbers) with two predefined values A and S to a product
P. In next step We will perform rightward arithmetic shift on
p . Let m and r be the multiplicand and multiplier and x , y
represent the number of bits in m , r .
1:- find the values of A and S , and then initial value of P.the
total number of length will be equal to (X+Y+1).





A:- fill the MSB bits with the value of m and
remaining (y+1) with 0 .
S:- MSB bit with the value of (-m)in two’s
complement notation . Fill the remaining(Y+1)
with 0 .
P: MSB x bits fill with zeros, right of this append
the values of r . Fill the least significant bit with 0.

Figure 1:- Modified booth algorithms
2.

ENCODING OF BOOTH MULTIPLIER

If you are using the last row in multiplication, you should
get exactly the same result which was in the first row.

2:- Now we will check the last two bits values of P





If the values are “01”, then P+A , ignore any carry
If the value are “10”,then P+S , ignore any carry
If the value is “00” , Use P directly in the next step
If the value is “11” , use P directly in the next step .

3:- Arithmetic shift :- in the next step the one bit right shift
will be performed .
nd

Figure 2:- Encoding of booth multiplier
3.

MULTIPLICATION EXAMPLE

rd

4:- repeat the 2 and 3 step for y times .
5:- Drop the least significant bit from P . This will be the
product of m and r .
Firstly Recode each and every 1 in multiplier as “+2-1” .
Now Converts sequences of 1 to 10…0(-1) . Might reduce
the number of 1’s.

Figure 3:- Multiplication process
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4.

MODIFIED BOOTH MULTIPLIER

8.1.1 RTL

Figure 4:- IC view of Radix4
According to image number 4 the RTL view of the Radix 4
is showing. There are two inputs x,y of 8 bit and one is
output of 16 bit .
Table 1:- Booth recoding table
It must be able to add multiplicand times –2, -1, 0, 1 and 2
Since Booth recoding got rid of 3’s, generating partial
products is not that hard (shifting and negating).
5.

RADIX 8 MULTIPLICATION

In the Radix 8 multiplication all the things are same but we
will do pairing of 4 bit for radix 8. All the process will be
same for radix algorithm.
6.

According to image number 5 the internal RTL view is
showing of the IC . In this all the unsigned adder,
multiplexer are using for design the circuit. D flipf lop is
using for forward the input at the output at every rising edge
condition. When the enable gets the value of 1 , the input
goes at the output .
Finally unsigned addition is using for the addition of the
outputs of the radix4,8 subsequent .

PROBLEM STATEMENT

All the ic’s of the electronics fields are improving in form of
power consumption, delay, Area. These three points are the
main factor. According to base paper the output of radix 4 is
28.994 ns is delay for the radix 4 and the Look up table
(LUT’s) are using 250. For the Radix 8 the delay is 24.650
and the area is (in the form of LUT’s) 230 . We find that the
main program is design only for the fix number of bits. If
you want to increase or reduce the number of bits so have to
change the complete program of multiplication.
7.

PROPOSED METHODLOGY AND
SOLUTION

For improve the performance of the Radix4 and Radix 8
multiplication, we used pipelining. The data is flowing
through the pipelining so that the results are getting
improved. After introduce the pipeline the Radix 4 delay
and power get reduced and also reduces for the Radix 8
.Pipelining is the way in which data will flow in the form of
parallel. In our project when the data is getting transfer from
one connection to another connection then the data is
transferring by parallel. so we introduce pipelining there for
improve the results.
8.

RESULTS

8.1 RESULTS FOR RADIX 4

Figure 5:- RTL View
8.1.2 SYNTHESIS REPORT FOR RADIX 4
Name

Output Result

Number of Slices

88

Number of Slices Flip Flop

44

Number of 4 Input LUT’s

154

Number of Bounded IOBs

33

Table 2:- Output for Radix 4
8.1.3. DELAY
The output delay for complete circuit is coming 12.155ns. It
is the final delay which we get for radix 4 Design. In this
10.987 ns is getting by logic and 1.168 is getting by routing
.That means 90.4% is for the logic and 9.6% is for routing .

For radix 4 the results are showing in form of RTL, Delay
and Area.
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Figure 9:- IC view of Radix8
According to image number 9 the RTL view of the Radix 8
is showing. There are two inputs x,y of 8 bit and one is
output of 16 bit .
Figure 6:- Delay for Radix 4
8.1.4 OUTPUT WAVEFORM

According to image number 10 the internal RTL view is
showing of the IC. In this all the unsigned adder,
multiplexer are using for design the circuit. D flipf lop is
using for forward the input at the output at every rising edge
condition. When the enable gets the value of 1 , the input
goes at the output .
Finally unsigned addition is using for the addition of the
outputs of the radix4,8 subsequent .

Figure 7:- Output waveform
According to image number 4.4 when the input is 00001111
and the second input is 00001100 then the output is
0000000010110100. In this we are making 4 pairing.
8.1.5 FLOORPLANER

Figure 10:- RTL View
8.1.2 SYNTHESIS REPORT FOR RADIX 8
Name

Output Result

Number of Slices

123

Number of Slices Flip Flop

34

Number of 4 Input LUT’s

221

Number of Bounded IOBs

34

Table 1:- Output for Radix 8
8.1.3. DELAY

Figure 8 :- Floorplaner

The output delay for complete circuit is coming 13.565 ns. It
is the final delay which we get for radix 4 Design. In this
11.752 ns is getting by logic and 1.813 ns is getting by
routing .That means 86.6% is for the logic and 13.4% is for
routing .

8.2 RESULTS FOR RADIX 8
For radix 8 the results are showing in form of RTL, Delay
and Area.
8.2.1. RTL
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be efficient and produce low heat in the electronics
equipment. We are reducing the delay, area for this thesis.
The output delay for radix 4 is 12.155ns and Look up tables
is 154. For the Radix 8 delay is 13.565 ns and look up table
is 221. The results of delay and Look up table are improving
from the attached base paper.
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9.

CONCLUSION

As we discussed in previous section that in digital
communication integrated circuit contains an important role.
All the digital PCB is designed by help of IC’s. The IC
contains the important role in electronics world. We have to
design the IC with low power, delay and area, so that it can
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